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About This Game

Finally - a light-weight forestry simulation that doesn’t need hours of tutorials to learn the basics. Easy to learn, hard to master is
the key. Jump into your sophisticated machinery, get work done and enjoy the career mode – this is all about skills and

dexterity. A beautiful world awaits you when you turn trees into logs and transport them across the map. But beware – your
machines can break down, and you will have to take care of the replacements.

Features

Different forestry machines and their functions accurately simulated

Varying tasks and missions to accomplish

Career mode includes replacement of broken machinery
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Title: Timber! The Logging Experts
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Stonehill Games
Publisher:
UniqueGames
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 (x86)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo / AMD X2, min. 2.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 240 / AMD Radeon HD 5570, min. 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 650 MB available space

English,German
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Best flying game I've ever played, without a doubt. Be a great campfire guitarist!
Improve your rhythm and practice different strumming patterns!
Try and play using different variations of the chords.
Too good a player for this? Use it as a backing track for lead playing practicing scales.
Don't play guitar but sing? Practice your singing!. This experience was absolutely stunning from start to end. I've always loved
narrative driven games like the former TellTale games and this could be the stepping stone toward that idea for vr. The idea of
the "Awake" story really started to freak me out a little, like I took the Red Pill just by putting on the headset IRL. The only
thing that took away from the experience was my lack of space. With no locomotion in game, you are at the will of your own
two feet. In a more appropriate play area, the immersion can really pull you in i'm sure. The play area requirement by no means
is a negative to the game, just more of a personal hassle (afraid of punching through my TV or Monitor). I'm very excited to see
more episodes of this story released, and looking to see what other environments Start VR will drop us into.. Moderately brutal
but extremely clever, Nimbus is a game about flying a glider through a bunch of physics puzzles. Definitely takes some getting
used to, and it's kind of short if you manage to blast through it, but the play was unique for an action game and it all worked
very well for me.. The first time I saw this game was several years ago on the wii shop channel, I was rather surprised to find it
on steam, let alone for only about 3-4 bucks CAD.

The gameplay itself is simple enough to understand and rather easy to get used to- it's a sort of puzzle platformer that can be
enjoyable for people like myself who don't really like having too many difficult puzzles- the puzzles are there, and they require
a bit of thought, but are still rather casual and easily enjoyed. (except for maybe the last couple of 'puzzles' but i wont go into
that since its spoilers for the storyline)

The graphics are pretty good, you can optimize it according to your PC and it has options for anti-aliased and non, so it can
either be more pixelated looking, or super smooth (both of which look rather good imo) It runs well, and the background music
is calming- it isn't overbearing or nonexistent, it does it's job and does it well.

The story is alright, it isn't bad, but I definitely wish they had dedicated a little more to the game overall, as the storyline can be
finished rather quickly.
A character round mid-game says something that seemed to imply a much more exciting final puzzle, but when it came time to
solve it, it fell a bit short. I wasn't hoping for anything grandiose, considering the games age and original platform, but
something a little better than what was there definitely wouldn't have hurt. Don't get me wrong here, the overall story is pretty
interesting and definitely enjoyable, I just wish there was a bit more playtime involved in reaching the end of it.

The only real thing I can think of that was a for-sure negative in this game is that there are a few spelling/grammar mistakes
here and there, but they aren't overly noticeable, or terribly commonplace, so I can forgive it.

Overall, a very good game, easy controls, not too difficult and thus very enjoyable for people looking for a more relaxed/casual
platformer (though it can get intense at times, it's nothing too bad). Wish it had more gameplay between start and finish, but a
good and fairly inexpensive game nonetheless. why the game always sayin my steam is unlinked with the game? i alr login via
the shift+tab overlay but the system still said my steam is unlinked. Do not buy this. It is terrible, even at $5. First Nancy Drew
game I played. I played years ago and got stuck on Tino's survey- make sure you don't just Google a walkthrough or guess. The
game knows if you actually went through the dialouge and checked the paprika stuff. The game is shorter than I thought! It's
very fun and challenging. Fox and Geese is the worst game! My boyfriend is a genius and completed this part for me. Overall,
it's worth $7. The maid\/cook duties aren't so bad. It gives you a break from the crazy puzzles and mystery solving. If you're a
Nancy Drew fan, I'd say buy it :). This game could have some potential but its just too broken honestly. It does have a decent
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atmosphere but there's a constant groaning in the background that doesn't stop. The monster itself is pretty dumb, not just in
appearance but in its behavior as it very very quickly gives up chase and walks into walls constantly.

I honestly can't recommend this game unless you're like me and like checking out broken games. I made a gameplay video so
check it out and save yourself some money.

www.youtube.com\/watch?v=V0I6CnN8Wbw. Okay, Ioved the game at first. It is annoying to work so long and hard to achieve
a so-so ending. Convoluted and nonsensical. I know it is alot to ask but there should be an update with a better ending that
makes more sense, if you're going to draw out so much suspense than make the ending worth it.
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For the most part, I bought because I wanted to support the developer. It's honestly not a bad game, its got the right idea for an
action platformer and very creative, but its not necessarily an open market what with the loosely childish feel, I enjoyed it
though. I'd highly recommend, if you're looking for a light hearted time. Albeit, some parts do get challenging.. Multiplayer is
dead. Do not bother buying this game..
╱╱┃┃
▉━╯┗━╮
▉┈┈┈┈┃
▉╮┈┈┈┃
╱╰━━━╯. This is a great replication of an old british route!
The sounds on the new rolling stock included, which is new to TSW (everything but the 101) are great and very realistic
compared to other DTG releases. The great physics also make this route pretty challenging which is a great thing. the rolling
stock is also as usual with TSW graphicly amazing. The only bad thing with the external looks that I could find was that the nose
on the class 37 looks a bit off.

The scenery is descent in some places, but I think there is too many weird empty fields alongside the Tracks. The stations is very
well modelled in my opinion it looks. It is also good to see traffic still included as we saw in the last route dlc with buses also
appearing on the road, but it feels like very little variety especially when there is like four buses all looking the exact same, on
the same stretch of road. I must say something else I really like is the different smoke effects coming out of the chimnies.

The highlights areas on the route are the Redcar steel mines which is beautifully modelled aswell as the Tees yard which offers a
huge shunting abilty with a class 08 which I think turned out great. However, I think they should have added alot more than the
four shunting services there are now.

all in all I think this was a good addition to TSW with a good amount of rolling stock with good quality, but quite a short route,
the part you get however is very detailed so it kind of ways up. If you like British freight I highly recommend this. If you are
more interested in passenger operation, Northern Trans-Pennine is pretty similar to this and is all passenger(for now) so I would
recommend that instead.. The outfits are all in a verdant green so they blend in well with foilage, not with the winter or desert
scapes though but they look badass and standout. Surprisingly not a lot of players use them it seems, the camo weapons are nice
too for extra blending in.. This game was an awkward experience...

Echoes of the Fey Episode 0: The immolation is a visual novel + exploration game that's similar to that of PRICE, except it doesn't
focus on horror. The narrative focuses on Sofya, who works as a prison guard that looks after a creepy vampire-like elf that acts
like the typical "THE END IS NEAR" guy in a super creepy manner and a black elf (No...I don't mean "Dark Elf" like a Drow, I
mean "Black Elf"...with dreadlocks) while talking with her *ss of a co-worker. (Kinda' surprised she banged him...and every other
officer in her region) After a series of events, she goes from being a lazy guard to having some growth as a character.

The art style, animation, and voice acting is the most awkward part of the experience and could be better. The voice-acting is
sprinkled in at random points rather than the whole game. Though the artstyle is rather displeasing, I can forgive it since it feels
fitting later on. The top of the walking animation could use some refinement as the top of the protagonist's head cuts off at times.

The music, backgrounds, and areas of exploration feel well done and fit the aesthetic of the game's narrative, which makes the
game feel a bit pleasant, though while mixed with the negatives, it leads to an awkward feeling.

The narrative itself starts slow and dull, but picks up when the game hits its climax (a certain injury..not gonna spoil), where the
main character shows some growth and evolves with the story. There are a few options, but aside from the purpose of
achievements, they don't really affect the ending or any other options...except for a bare few which may increase the time you
spend playing this. (Again, not gonna spoil)

Although Echoes of the Fey Episode 0: The immolation was an awkward experience, it can't be knocked for what it is by the end of
the day...a demo AND a prequel. With the goal of roping a potential group of consumers to purchase additional chapters of the
story, it works quite well. Though there are areas where it could be improved. This free experience should take you about 2 hours if
you're to read all routes...but then again, I'm a slow reader.

6.5\/10 The story of a sex-crazed drunk guard in need of a little polishing here and there.. It's a lovely awesome story without any
choice option.
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I liked that it's not about student like 90% of the visual novels. The graphics are beautiful, Mori and Riu looks detailed and I liked
how they interract.
If you want to read a nice story, than it's your vn! If you want to have choice options than leave this game.
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